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December FOMC Preview: Fed Versus Markets

Market Pricing More Dovish Than The Fed

This FOMC the last chance this year for Fed to push back against dovish pricing

We expect the dots to be used to convey a more hawkish outlook than in markets

Expect showdown between Fed and market views – and more fixed income volatility

Last Best Chance In 2023 For Fed To Push Back Against Markets

We view this week's FOMC meeting, likely the last major US economic event this year, with

great interest. At its conclusion Wednesday, it seems all but assured the there will be no rate

moves. We are curious to see if, and how successfully, the Fed will push back against market

pricing for the first rate cut of 2024, as well as for total cuts over the year. 

Currently, the market is split almost 50-50 for an initial reduction in the federal-funds rate next

March, and priced with near certainty that a cut will occur by May. We are more skeptical –

 we foresee the Fed holding its target range at 5.25%-5.50% until July. Fedspeakers have

been clear and consistent that it is – in Chair Powell’s words from his most recent public

appearance before the blackout period – “premature” to discuss or contemplate rate cuts.

Sure, progress has been made on inflation and in bringing the economy into better balance

between supply and demand. Yet, inflation remains too high and the labor market too tight for

an early move, in our view. 

We acknowledge that data in recent weeks has suggested some softening in both price

pressures and economic activity. However, we think this reflects an expected cooling in the

economy but is not enough to induce the Fed to cut rates any time soon. Nevertheless,

although rate-cut expectations were pared back last Friday following stronger-than-expected

nonfarm payrolls (our assessment of the labor market here), the market is still much more

dovish in its rate outlook than we – and presumably the Fed – think is correct.
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This leaves the Fed one last chance before year-end to try to push back on those rate-cut

expectations on Wednesday. The main vehicle via which the Fed can attempt to deliver a

strong signal to the market is the December Summary of Economic Projections (aka, “the

dots”), due at the same time as the rate decision. The last set of dots in September foresaw

an additional hike in 2023 (hasn’t materialized) to a median level of 5.6%, and a year-end

2024 level of 5.1%. For reference, the federal-funds futures-implied interest rate for Dec24 is

4.2%, nearly a full hundred basis points below where the September dots predicted.

Although we expect the December dots to be materially higher than current market pricing,

there are questions about how much lower the end-2024 dot will be, as well as the extent of

dispersion among officials' submissions. A dot plot that suggests three or fewer rate cuts next

year is likely, in our view. However, we wonder if this signal alone would be enough to move

the market more hawkish than it’s been – as well as more realistic, in our view.

Then there is Chair Powell’s post-meeting press conference. When questioned in the past

about the disparity between the views of the market and Fed, he has been rather nonchalant.

He has argued that the market is operating on a different model and assumptions than the

Fed, and that it’s not his job to address market pricing. Such a dismissive attitude, if repeated

on Wednesday, will likely do little to move market pricing, even with relatively hawkish 2024

dots. We think this would set up 2024 beginning with an intellectual battle between the Fed

and the market, in which case we would expect a rhetorical assault by Fedspeakers in

January on market pricing, as well as an intense focus on the vagaries of important economic

data as it comes in.

Exhibit 1: Dovish Market Pricing In The Curve

Source: BNY Mellon Markets, Bloomberg



This focus on data, and a Fed that has and will likely continue to declare its approach as

data-dependent, points to a scenario for early next year in which each major economic

release becomes a referendum on the path of the federal-funds rate. This has been the case

for several weeks now already, and we have seen large swings in market pricing for both the

Fed and rates across the curve. Volatility in asset prices should result – as it has already.

This data-induced volatility would occur in a bond market that has already been buffeted by

increases coupon supply, large intra-day price swings and challenging liquidity. The chart

below shows the MOVE index of fixed income volatility (orange line) alongside an off-the-

shelf index of US Treasury liquidity (blue line). Note that the higher the liquidity index, the

worse liquidity is. It’s been elevated since mid-2021 and didn't really fall this autumn, even

after spiking a few weeks ago. Market-implied volatility is also quite high, and trailing volatility

(not shown) also remains structurally higher than it has been.

In short, we expect a relatively hawkish December FOMC meeting, against the context of a

dovish market outlook and the likely end of the rate-hike cycle. Our question is whether or not

the markets will take any direction from the dots or the press conference. If they don't, we

expect that we’ll enter 2024 with the Fed and investors of two different minds on the policy

rate path, which we see leading to a volatile set of market reactions early in the year.

Exhibit 2: Volatility And Liquidity Challenge Bond Market

Source: BNY Mellon Markets, Bloomberg
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